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The meeting was called to order at~.

GENEI\.'\L DEBATE

1. Before giving the floor to the Director-General ror Development and
International Economic Co-operation, the CHAIRMAN said that the Second Committee's
general debate was getting under way at a time that could be considered historic,
since it afforded an opportunity to conclude a disarmament agreement to reverse the
arms race, thereby freeing valuable resources that could be used to bring about the
economic development of all countries and to r.olve the many all-encompassing
problems facing mankind in the economic sphere, such as energy, ecology, food,
commodities, etc. Such a historic event would also hp.lp to eliminate the
disparities between developing and developed countries and would ensure
international economic and political stability.

2. The international economic situation was cause for c r .cern, given the
financial crisis affecting the r:lajority of the developing countries, which were
saddled wi th an e>:ternal debt burden totalling billions of dollars. The
market-economy countries were trying to co-ordinate their economic policies in
order to corre~t trade imbalances. The socialist COl tries, while endeavouring to
restructure thel.r economic machinery, were looking for ways to intensify their
mutual co-operation ann participate more actively in the international division of
labour. To solve the serious problems facing the developing countr~es, the entire
international community must make a co-ordinated effort to establish a fairer
divisio~ of labour and eliminate trade barriers, while taking into account the
le~i~imate interests of all count:ies.

3. He quoted remarks made by the Secretary-General of the United Nations during
the latter's most: recent visit to the Ukrainian SSR and recent statements by the
General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the soviet
Union, Mr. Gorbachev, on the occasion of the forty-second session of the United
Nations General Assembly; he drew attention also to the highly interdependent
nature of the problems affecting individual countries, which renderedi:h:l search
for partial or local solutions fruitless and made necessary the establishment of
effective mechanisms that would allow the international community to harmoni:l:e the
often contradictory, yet legitimate, interests of its members.

~. Acceleration of world ~conomic growth required the contribution of all
count~ies, and it was in the~r interest that that process should be predictable.
The United Nations, and the Second Committee in particular, constituted the
appropriate forum for studying the causes of international economic instability and
adopting solutions that would help to speed up economic development, maintain the
ecological balance dnd stabilize internation~l trade. The results of the seventh
session of UNCTAD were encouraging in that respect: the Final Act of that session,
adopted by consensus, defined a programme of action to ensure economic recovery,
international co-operation and the development of trade; among its measures, the
notion of establishin~ a Common Fund for Commodities was of particular interest to
the developing countries. Mention should also be made of the final document of the
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r~cent International Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and
Development, which identified modes of international co-operation for transferring
tlle vast resources currently allocat~d for arms production to peaceful activities.

S. He recalled also General Assembly resolution 41/213, in which the Assembly had
decided to establish a Special Commission of the Economic and Social Council to
carry out an in"depth study of the intergovernmental structure of the United
Natione and its functi~~s in the economic and social fields in order to make that
United Nations body as efficient and effective as possible. The Second Committee
should bear that objective in mind in its work by giving special consideration to
the items assigned to it and by adopting action-oriented resolutions. The items in
question included the report of the Econ~mic and Social Council, development and
international economic co-operation, operational activities for development, the
external debt crisis and development, and special programmes of economic
assistance, all of which were contained in document A/C.2/42/1.

6. In connection with the important item on external debt, he recalled that, at
its forty-first session, the General Assembly had succeeded for the first time in
adopting by consensus a resolution setting out a general framework for tackling
that s~rious problem. The debate should be continued during the ~urrent 8es810n,
as should the search for solutions to the problem, bearing in mind recent events
and the need for a global focus that would take the interests of the developing
countries and world economic stability into account.

7. He s~w no need to draw attention to the importance of preserving ~he global
environment for present and future generations. The relationship between man and
nature was particularly evident in the serious situations created in recent years
by industrial pollution in cities and ~hole regions. In that connection he noted
that the Committee was to consider the report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development, entitled ·Our Common Future".

8. Mr. RIPERT (Director-General for Development and International Economic
Co-operation) said that the world economic situation had been the subject of a
thorough debate at the Economic and Social Councfl's s~cond regular session of 1987
and especially at the seventh session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, the final Act of which, according to the Secretary-General,
constituted the most comprehensive statement of the issues facing the worl~ economy
and of the policies ard measures required to address them. He (Mr. Ripert) hoped
that, even though its compromise f0rmula did not fully satisfy everyone, the
General Assembly would e~dorse it and would provide the political impetus necessary
for its implementation.

9. Member States might also draw satisfaction from the results of the
International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, held at Vienna, and
the agreements reached recently in Canada on the ozone layer and the mining of
sea-bed resources. Those successes demonstrated that, when the political will
existed and specific and realistic objectives were set, the United Nations was an
irreplaceable instrument for interc ational co-operation.
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10. Aa the General hssembly met in 1987, there were tangible signs of improvement
in internationlll r'Jlations, especially between the two ma~'lr Powers, an example waa
t~e seri~us pros~.ct of 8~re~ments on disarmament, which in turn could have a
positive effect on the intemational economic situation.

11. Certain positive elements aside, that situation was tar from brigh~1 the
economies of the industrialized market-economy cou~tries were still characterized
by modes~ growth, high unemployment and significant imbalances in p~yments and
other auctora. Sluggiah growth in tho8e countrie8 and the anaemic pace 0:
development In much of the daveloping world were two mutually reinforoing
phenomena. Reactivation of the development process would strengthen the economies
of the indu8trialized countries. In Washington, the market-economy countries had
recently reaffirmed their intention to correct those imbalances and co-ordinate
their polj~ifta. In that conne~tlon, the reliance on a system of indicators that
would fdcilitate concerted action and the monitoring of individu~l countries'
performance was ~ positive development.

12. With regard to int~rn&tional trade, both the seventh session of UNCTAD and the
meetings of tbe International Monetary Fund and the World Sank had unanimously
reaffirmed the need to halt protectionism. Constructive work had been begun in
that area in th~ Uruguay Round, and encourag1.~ atatements had been made on trade
in agricultural commoditie8. However, there w~~ 8till Q tendency to increase trade
barriers, particularly against the '.veloping couh~,ies. The GATT system must be
strengthened and not bypas8ed throu9h bilateral agreements, rather, it should be
adapted to changing conditions, t· .•19 irto account the intClte8ts of all parties.

13. The decisions on commodities adopted w~ the seventh sea8ion of UNCTAD
suggested that the Common Fund might soon become operational, after a period of
pessimi8m and 8ceptici8m. Despite recent increases in ~he prices of eome
commodities, there was no irdication of a general or automatic improv~~ent in the
developing countries' terms of trade, which, d6 they had deteriorated, had cost
tho~e countrie~ ovec '90 billion in the preceding year. Those 10s8e8 compounded
the effects of the debt burden borne by those couI,tries and we'e having adverae
consequences for I' e Ui'lited Nations programme fo:, Afr.:",:a.

14. Aa the ~hairm~n ~f the World Bank ftnd IMF Dev~iopment Committee had just
stated, the activation of the Common Fund would make it possible to rationalize the
commodity situation and divecsify the economies of developing countries. The
process would be long ane difficult, and there was a need to strength~n and expand
the mechani~rns designed to help the most vulnerable developing countries ccpe with
unforeseen events, particularly fll~tuations in earnings from commodities.

15. Mor'. than any other problem, the problem of debt called for a decisive
bnB...~r. I ta gravity, its role in dam~enf.ng development, the detftrioration in the
y..:cial situation in a vltat number of debtor countries, and the chreat to the
stability of thi int~rnational financial system underscored the importance of the
decision of the Internrtlonal Monetary Fund to carry out a comprehensive review of
adjustment programmes. The intern,lUonal community was apparently beginning to
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recognize the social costs of adjustment in debtor countries and the need to pay
greater attention to that problem, as had been pointed out by the Managing Director
of the IMF i.; his statement to the Economic and Social Council. In recent years
the United Na' ions had establlshed a growth-oriented stratogy ~tithin a context of
structural reform and increased financial flows which had providad the framework
for deali.ng with the debt problem. That strategy was still vaUd today in
principle but its implementation had proved disappointing: growth in the
industrialized countries had been very moderate, additional funding had not been
forthcoming, and the adjustment burden had not been appreciably lightened for
debtor countries, although most of them had carried out the relevant reform••
However, promisil\g new approaches for deGling with the debt issue had emerged a Id
there now seemed to b~ increased awareness that common responsibility was needed,
and there was also a willingnes, to 3xpand the range of solutions lower interest
rates, "securitization" of the dftbt at its market value, or debt-equity swaps.

16. The financial pressureR on low-income countries, especially in Africa, were a
source of particular concern. Although the short··term situation in IllAny African
countries had improved, there were no signs of a resumption of sus,ained
develo[ll1lent, and since last year ttae outlook in many African countries had
worsene~, as a result in particular of the ext$rnal environment. Adjustment
progra~'s were floundering, debt arrears werd mvunting and suspensions of debt
payment were increasing.

17. Today there was a greater awareness that in the case of low-income countries
the Rtructural adjustment progra.Mnes had to be supplemented with measures to ease
the debt burden, for tha main creditors of the African countries were Governments
and international financial institutions, and the amount owed by those countries
was relatively low. Some action had beeu taken on bilateral debt, but additional
steps were needed and they should be extended to the multilateral debt as well. A
substantial increase in official aid flows was also needed.

18. In that connection, the Secratary-General would do his utmost to bring to the
attention of Governments and international institutions the recommendations of the
AdVisory Group on Financial Flows to Africa.

19. The long-term prryblems, not only of Africa but of other region. a. well, were
intimately connected with the pr~~lems of environmental management. A. was statea
in the rer~rt of the World Commission on Environment and Development and in the
report of the Gave'" '.,19 Council of the United Nation. Environment Programme (UNBPj
on the Environment Perspective to the ~ear 2000 and Beyond, pre.ent pattern. of
growth and development weep. deleteriouB to the environment and to future
generatiens.

20. Growth was not an obstacle to the protection of the ~~vironm.nt but an
essential requiremp~l fo~ solving the existing problems in that field. In short,
immediate corrective action was needed at the national and international levels.
As was stated in the report of the World Commission chaired by the Prime Minister
of Norway, Dr. Bruntland, the present situation, characterized by a welter of
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policies which undermined the foundations ot future growth and development in both
developed and developing countries, was unsustainable, an integrated appr.oach must
le taken to the problems of the environment and development, and multilateral
co-operation through the United Nations mur.t be st[e"",thened.

21. The Organization could be proud of its piv~tal role in mobilizing
international co-operation on environmental issue., for it had led to progress on
several fronts, including that of transboundary pollution arising frOM

nuclear-power accidents. More recently a historic agreement had been concluded on
the protection of the ozone layer in the upper ~tmosphere. That agreement, the
culmination of patient technical and diplomatic effort over a decade, showed
clearly the vital role that the Organization could play whenever it wa~ asked to
take up a concrete issue of concern to all mankind.

22. However, onvironmental issues were not the only ones requiring long-term view.
and policies. The General Assembly must give attention also to the profound
changes taking place in the underlying structures in the wolld economy, includin1
economic, demographic and social changes, for this was an essential requirement for
guiding action and assisting Governments to harmonize their structural policies in
certain areas.

23. There was A widely shared perce?tion that the industrial countries would grow
more Alowlv in the remaining years of the century than in previous decades. It was
arguable whether that development, whose fundamental causes wer. not quite clear.
was inev:table, but, as was noted at the Jnterregional Consultation held recently
in Vienna, that trend was affecting employment problems an~ the implementation Jf
soc~al policies in the industrialized countries and it was hardly likely to cease
to influence those areas in the future. Moreover, a. the integration of
production, trade and finance made the world economy more interdependent, a
prolonged period of sluggish growth in the most advanced countries would have
in."vitable repercussions on the rest of the world. The difficulties associated
with phenomona which were erodin~ the capacity of Governments, even the most
powerful ones, to influence key economic parameters were compounded by the increa3e
in the number of potential poles of growth in the world. In the long run that
latter factor might facilitate the regulation of world ~~onomic activity ~ut there
would be difficult problems in the transitional period, and the management of the
interdependence of sovereign States was an unprecedented challenge for the
international system and for the States themselves. Of co~.se, States turned where
possible to the market to cope with the situation, but it was no less certain th~t,

as stated by the United States Secretary of the Treasury at the lastest World
Bank/IMF meeting, ·we, as representatives of the global community, hare similar
needs and responsibilities that transcend our particular borders and require a
strengthened framework for co-operation for the good of us all·.

24. Important changes were also taking place in the socialist countries and their
desire for progressive integration in the world economy merited special attention.
They had put forward the important concept of ·international economic security·, a
topic taken up by the Secretary-General in one of the reports before th~
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Committee. As th~ Minister for Foreign Affairs of the USSR had stated in the
General Assembly: "In the economi~ field, a comprehensive system ot se~urity must
eeek to promote co-operation that will be free of confrontation and will cover the
entire network of international economic relations".

25. The implicationll of those developments in the industrialized countries would
have profound repercuRsions in the developing countries. The latter countries were
facing serious jml~e1j.ate difficulties, but there was an f'qually important need for
them to pay attenti:m t.o long-term prosr"cts. Of course, thl! population of the
developing countrt'~8 "!ould continue to 9.row in the decades ahead, with new
pressures on resourC66, which would have t~ be harnessed and used in ways that took
account of the need not only to improve living standards but also to avoid damage
to natural resources and the environment. Technological develupment wad opening up
new hori~ons foe growth, but new problems of anjustment as well. The developing
countrie& would not be able to cope with these problems unless they redoubled their
development efforts. Many of them should increase their domestic savings and
rationalize their investments. In th~l connection he welcomed tha initiatives of
the developing countries in strengthening their cllpacity to adapt. to change through
a better utilization 01: their human resources and in enhancing their mutual
co-operation, which was crucial in that context.

26. With the improvements in education and information, men and women everywhere
now wanted to lely on themselves to a greater extent and depend less on society.
Accordingly, they also wanted to be given more room for initiative and personal
creativity. In IMny l,arts of the world a reassessment of the relative roles ot the
public and private sectors was under wav.

27. There was not full agreement on all those issues ano some of them were very
contrr"ersial. However, that should not delay decisions on a number of current
problems or the search for agreed solutions to some long-range problems. The
trends to which he had referred offered the Organization a challenge and an
opportunity, and its ability to help Member States to solve mankind's problems
would depend on its ability to ndapt.

28. ~r. AHMED (Under-Secretary-General for International Economic and Social
Affairs) sa~d ~hat the world economy had experienced slow growth in the past two
years and that pattern waR expected to continue in the coming few years, with world
output growing at a rate of 2.5 to 3.5 per cene. In 1987 and 1988, growth in
dev~loped market-economy countries considered as a 9rouP was expected to continue
at about the rate achieved in 1986, or about 2.7 per cent. Although in Japan
growth w~s expected to be above the avera9~, that would not counteract the
b-:::k-lustre performance of most Western European economies. Thl! massive trade
deficit of the United States, whose economy waF entering its sixth consecutive year
of expansion, would narrow in 1988, but it would cuntinue to be 1\ major unsettling
factor in the world economy.

29. The economic performance '.>f the group had been consi.stently mediocre,
especially in Western Europe, which continued to experien~e unacceptable levels of
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unemplOfment and trad. imbalanoe. which posed a continuing threat to future
growth. Moreover, the region had not provided adequate reinforcement - in terms of
trade 01' financial flow. - to the efforts of the developin~ cQuntries to revive
their economies.

30. In the Soviet Union and oth.r centrally planned econ~Ries of Eastern Europe,
the proc••••• of re.tructuring and in.titutional readjustment were well under way,
and those countries were expected to grow at a stdady rate of 4 per cent. In view
of their de.ire to participate more actively in the world economy, those countries
could play an inorea.ingly stabilizing role and make a growing contribution to the
expa'lsion of the wor Id economy.

31. Overall, the gross n.~ion.l product (GNP) in developing countries could grow
at a rate of 3 to 4 per cent, or 8lightly above the world average, in the coming
years. However, in the light of the population growth and current trends and
policie., there was little pro.pect of any significant improvement in living
.tandards in most of the ddveloping countries for the remainder of the decade.

32. There was considerable diver.ity among developin9 countries. The performance
of the economies of a few States of the Asian and Pacific region had been good,
while the recovery of oil prices improved the prospects of the oil-exporting
countries for ~he year. ahead.

33. In Latin America, the burden of debt continued to be overwhelming. The
Secretariat's projection••howed that re~l per capita income was likely to stagnate
over the next two y.ars. Finally, the cost of readjustment programmes undertak.n
by those countries had been v.ry high.

34. However, the world'. wor.t-hit countries h~d been the small ~frican

countrie.. In 1988, real per capita income ~as expected to fall in Africa. The
United Nations Cnnference on the Least Developed Countri~s, to be held in 1990,
would revi.w the impl.mentation of the Substantial New Programme of Action for the
1980s for the Least Developed Countries.

35. ~he recent rise in .ome commodity prices would afford a respite to some
developing countries, but for the majority of tho.e countries, notably in Africa,
the main problem continued to be that of indebtedness. Calculation. made by the
Secretariat indicated that levels of indebtedness should decline over the next few
year" but Gebt would oontinue to be an intolerable burden on many countries. A
number of report. prepared by the Department of International Economic and Social
Affairs lor consid~ration by the Second Committee dealt with those issues, which
included the debt situation, the international monetary situation and the net
transfer of resourC8S from developing to developed countries.

36. The broad conclu.ions of tho.e reports could be summarized in the following
terms, the debt problem of the dev~loping countries a. a group had continuedJ such
indebtedness continUed to have deleterious effects on the development of the
developing countriesJ and very little had be~n done to deal with the problem.
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37. The debt r~obl.m could be dealt with only if the need for genuine
international co-operation in that field was recognized. He hoped that the
Committee would advance the work already begun by the General Assembly, the seventh
session of the United Nations Conferenre on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and lhe World Bankc

38. Although there was no panacea to the debt problem, the time had :v create
a framework to direct the efforts which t.he financial communit.y had all, ....y begun
in that field and which were beginning to yield some results, such as debt-equity
swaps, the development of a limited secondary market in commercial debt, various
proposals for the wsecuritizationW of debt and the recognition by the largest
commercial lenders that they could no longer expect all outatanding debt to be
serviced fully. It was necessary to organize auch initiativea s~ that they
benefited all par '~8 concerned: the debt.ors through a reduction in the burden of
debt, and the c' ,rs through a more assured, if smaller, flow of payments. At a
time when mdny r countries found it ditficult to export to developed markets,
trilateral arrangement. could be developed whereby the more advanced debtor
countries could liquidllte their debts to ~'''1.r creditor banks by payments from
exports of industrial product~ to other oping countries.

39. The magnitude and complexity of the problem called for a number of
simultaneous and wide-ranging measures. For example, in the case of the low-income
countries, in which the market-oriented measures ~hich he had deacribed were
largely inapplicable, more far-reaching and generalize~ measures were n.cessary.
He hoped that the work of the Secretary-General's Advisory Group on Financial Flows
to Africa would yield positive result~. As the Director-General had indicated in
his remarks, it wa& necessary to re-examine the assumptions on which offici&l
lending, particularly by multilateral institutiona, had been based, if thoae
~ountries were to extricate th~mselves from their very aerious predicament.

40. Notwithstanding the need for a differentiated approach, there were some common
elements to any programme aimed at mitigating the problem of debt. In the first
place, the debtor countries themselved muat puraue appropriate policiea, although
it should be recognized and taken into account in negotiations that, once the
adjustment policiea had been agreed upon and applied, unforeaeen factor~ could
arise which could change the situation. Secondly, indebtednea., wa. not. a
short-term financial problem but required a medium- and long-term approach which
took into ftccount the development needs and potential of the debtor countriea. It
was therefore necessaty to increase the resource. of the World Bank and IMF, and he
hoped that &greements could soon be reached in that regard.

41. A more hospitable economic and trad~ environment waa essential. In that
respact, he expressed concern at the rise of new and inaidious forms of
protectionism which, unless firm measures were adopted in the Uruguay Round,
threatened to undermine the basic GATT principles )f transp6rency end free trade.
An even more significant constraint had been the inadequate and, for many
countries, negative net transfer of resources to the developing world. A
siqnificant increase in bilateral official development assistance, in particular to
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low-income countries, was necessary, and the proposed international conference on
money and finance could play a very important role in that area. In the interim,
however, certain priority issues, such as the need for greater exchange-rate
stability and greater symmetry in the adjustment pr~ess between deficit and
surplus countries, must be tackled immediately. Such issues called for close and
systematic policy co-ordinat\on among the major industrial countries. With regard
to exchange-rate stability, the experience of the European Monetary System with
target zones ~hould also be studied.

42. The pressing pr.oblems of external debt and financial flows should not distract
attention from the longer-term problems of development in the developing
countries. In many of them, crucial investments in sectors like health and
educatinn had fallen victim to austerity and import strangulation, those sectore
were of great importance for future gr.owth.

43. The time had come to draw lessons from the experience of the past. It shoulct
be recalled that the present debt crisis stemmed from developments in the 1970s,
when ~a8t amounts of funds had been recycled to the capital-importing develcping
countries mostly as short-term commercial loans by private banks, which had made
handsome profits from the transactions and had not taken into account those
countries' long-term development n~eds. Neither had t:1e disruptions to be caused
by the escalation in inflation and interest rates all'.3 the global recession of 1982
been foreseen at Lnat time. Whill those might have been the factors contributing
to the debt crisis, the underlying causes ot the problem could be traced to more
basic contradictions between the Lype of financing flowing to developing countries
and the purposes for which it was used. The initial phasea of development in the
industrialized countr~es and the experience of the past decade showed that the
developing countries needed longer-term injections of capital tailored ~o their
development objectives and potential. The rapid integration of world capital and
financial markets made possible on a global scale by technological advances could
open up new opportunities for the developj,ng countries to acquire capital, once
suitable mechanisms could be established. In that respect, multilateral financial
institutions could play a key role as catalysts and intermediaries.

44. It was also time to consider priorit1~6 and goals for the 1990s and ways of
stepping up international co-operation to achieve them. The intarnational
community would be greatly helped in that task by the report to be presented by the
secretary-General to the General Assembly at its forty-third session on economic
and social perspectives up to the year 2000. Closely related to the need for a
longer-term view was the concept of international economic security, on which
SUbject the Secretary-General had prepared a report currently before the Cadmittee,
in which practical steps were suggested to enhance the recurity and stability of
the international economic system. Among the ideas needing further study was the
p08sibility of establishing a multilat3ral capacity to provide early warning of
potential problem-areas and suggest preventive measures, and the need to introduce
~m..ndments to the Brettoii Woods institutions d GATT to enable them to play a more
stabilizing role in international economic reldtions. The result& of the United
Nations Conference on the Relationship between Jisarmament and Development were
a ,0 re~evant in that context.
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45. Another threat posed to the economic security of all n&tions was the breakdown
of the ecosystem, arising as much from puve~ty in the developing world as from
over-exploitation of natural resources in the industrialized countries. In view of
the transborder threats posed by such phenomena as acid rain, the depletion of the
ozone layer, the depletion of forests, soil degradation and desertificatlon, in the
interest of environmentally sound development, concerted action by all countries
was needed in order to adopt policies for what had ~en termed by the Brundtland
Commission as "sustainable development". That concept brought together the
relationships between population, resources, environment and development. The
Department of International Economic and Social Affairs had set up a task force to
examine how the environmental dimension could be integrated into the developmellt
research undertaken within the Department.

46. As market economies woul~ experience slow growth in the years ahead, the
deyeloping countri~s would need to increase their share in world markets, through
better use of new te~hnologies and greater value added to their e~ports. They
would also have to increase trade and economic co-operation Among themselves and
make greater use of their national resources. He was pleased to note that
mobilization of savings was receiving growing support both from developing alld from
developed countries. An equally important factor of development was human
'esources, the returns on which had been shown to be, in the long term, at least a~

high as physical investment. The recent discussions at the meetings of the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and thft Committee for Program) le and
Co-ordination had helped to focus attention on the subject. At its 1981 session,
the Committee for Development Planning had decidee that human resources development
would be one of th& SUbjects that it would consider in the future. The Department
of International Economic and Social Affairs would provide the necessary support in
that regar.d.

47. Another subject that had been receiving increasing attention was the role of
indigenous entrepreneurs in economic ~~velopment. Entrepreneurial skills should be
promoted through an adequate institutional, financial and legal environment,
together with suitaole facilities for training, and research. In accordance with
General Assembly resolution 41/182, the Secretariat had continued to promote tne
exchange of information and experiences in that sphftre between developing
countries. The debates that had taken place on the subject at the summer session
of the ECC''lomic and Social CouncJ.l would lead to deeper under.standing of the issues
involved.

48. Mr. DIETZE (GerlRan Democratic Republic) said that the time had come to str ike
a balance and adopt decisions on how to promote international economic prosperity
in the future. He listed the results that should be expected from the current
session: that the positive impulse emanating from the agreement between the Soviet
Union and the United States on the removal Qt th~ir intermediate-range missiles
would lead to a climate of fruitful negoti" ions in the economic sphere, that
practic~l steps would be taken to s)lve urgent problems in the economic, monetary,
financial and commercial spheres and to find a just solutinn to the debt problem,
and that an understanding would be reached regarding the broad outlin8s for the
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furthGr re.tructuring of democratic international ~conomic relations, that common
aims would be outlined for negotiations leading to mutually beneficial economic
co-operation, and that the road would be cleared for starting various rounds of
negotiations during which unanimous decisions on econOOlic progress could be adopted.

49. It was alarming that, despite the results achieved so far, it had still not
been po.sible to eliminate the enormouH imbalancd in internati~nal economic
relations. The United Nation~ World Economi~ e~rvey 1987 had stated that the
growth rates of the capitalist countries were atagnaling. Phenomena such as the
high trade-balance deficit, massive national d.bts and fluctuations in the rate of
exchange of the dollar were not exactly conducive to econOOlic prosperi~y. The
economic situation of the developing countri.s had deteriorated still further in
recent months. The same could be said of env\ronmental protectio~, as outlined in
the report of tbe Executive Director of UNEP on the environmental perspective to
the yeai' 2000 and beyond, and the report of the WClrld Commissiun on Environment and
Development entitled ·Our COlnmon Future·. Hen~~, all countries - West, East and
South - should formulate new ways of developing intern~tional economic ca-operation
and aUhieving the international economic secur! ty a,lvocated by tho German
Democratic RepUblic and other countries. The Secr&tary-General's Iateat report, as
well as the proposals contained in the statement by the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs of the Group of 77 on a comprehensive interr.ational economic system and the
draft resolution submitted to the Economic a~~ S~:ial Council by the socialist
countries (E/1987/L.44) constituted examples of major steps towards that goal. To
redb'J that idea, it was appropriate to proposQ the establishment of a grou:) of
experts.

50. The Internationa~ Conference on the Relationohip between Disarmament and
Development, which had recently completed its work, had stressed the importance of
non-military threats to security. It was to bd hop.d that as part of the follow-up
to the Con~erence, there would be an analysis of the socia-economic conse(~ences of
military expenditure.

51. There were certainly other urgent tasks, hut none as urgent as that of finding
a solution to the problem of the dev~loping cou~tries' foreign indebtedness. Th0ge
countrie.' interests should therefore be taken into account, together with the need
to ensure the etable development of the world economy, as emphasized nt the nerlin
summit of the State. parties to the Warsaw Treaty {A/42/354).

52. The normalization of international monetar~' I:\n(l financial relat!ons was no
les. important. Declarations of intent must at lon~ last lead to real Rteps, and
the fruitless quarrels about questions of competence between the General A~sellluly

and international financial organizations should be given up. The report on that
matter submitted by th~ Secretary-General in accordance with a decision by the
General As..mbly at its forty-first session showed ttle more or leB'!l cOl1l1\On
understanding among all ~~untries that the international monetary and finan~ial

sYPltem needed to "be reformed urgently. Di f ferillg approaches on the mat ter should
not be allowed to block the preparatory work for a conference on the subject within
the framework of the United Nations or in another representative forum. His
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country supported the proposals submitted by the non-aligned countries at their
eighth summit meeting at Harare and by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the
Group of 77 at their eleventh annual meeting, held the week before.

53. It w~s necessary to 1mprove considerably the international trade situation,
which was characterized by rampant protectionism, the sealing off of markets and
the impo8ition of commercial obstacles, and w~s doing serious damage to the
developing countries. Hb country welcomed the efforts that had been made at the
latest session of thp United Nations Conference on Trade and
Developmeat (UNCTAD VI I) to restore confidence in international trade relatic>!1 Cl,

promote dialogue, multilateral negotiationf'l and co-operat~.on, and strengthen (tie
role of UNC'fAD in developing economic co-operation and international tradEl. The
fortncoming aessions of the Trade and Development Board and the current sessim of
the Goneral Assembly ;,ould Elhow to what extend Member States were ready for
concrete decisions.

54. It was also necessary to intensify scientific and technological co-operation,
a8 the future of economic development depended on it. Already two thirda of all
economic co-operation projects were connected with science and technology, but it
was possible to ask whether full advantage was being taken of the possibilities
off·teed by a universal system such as the United Nations, and whether United
Nation8 organs and agencies werp keeping up with ongoing scientific and
technological developments. It wa~ clear that more efficiency was needed in that
area, and measures should be adopted at the current se8sion along the linea laid
down by Econom~c and Social Council resolution 1987/79 on scientific and
technological co-operation.

55. His country had incre~sed its aid to the developing countries by 12.1 per cent
compared with 1985. In 1986 tha amount had totalled 2,242.9 million marks, which
wa8 0.89 per cent of national income in that year. Half of that assi.Jtance had
been given to Africa, in implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development, adopted at th~ thirteenth special
8e8sion of the Generai Assembly.

56. The Econcmic Commission for Europe (ECE) was an ftxanple of fruitful ecollomic
co-operation, particUlarly the efforts of Member States to increase its
effectiveness as an instrument for East-West co-operation. That was onp. more
reaBOn why his country advocated that the follow-up meeting to the COnference on
Security and Co-operation in Europe should proceed to negotiations and adopt
resolutions regaruing all areas covered in the Helsinki Final Act.

57. The current restructuring of the United Nations should engender an
Organization able to meet the challenges of the final years of the twentieth
century, one in which not only views were exchanged but significant decisions were
mede. His Government had SUbmitted specific proposals to that end in Geneva and
New York. The special session of ECE to be held in Geneva at the beginning of
November concerning the Commission's contribution to the implementation of General
Assembly resolution 41/213 would also contribute to that end.
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58. Mr. KORN (United States of America) said that in 1986 the Second Committee had
exemplified the best ql.lalities of the united Nations system: creative initiatives
and meaningful proposals had been presented, debate had been well-focused and
orderly, meetings had been held on time, resolutions had been kept to a minimum and
consensus had been reached on many important is.ues. Hip delegation pledged its
co-operation in ensuring that the Committee was a model of ~ffici.ncy, j~gement

and productivi ty which the ent ire Uni ted Nat ions system co!!ld emulate.

59. He intended to focus his remarks on the basic principles which could guide the
Committee in its work and in looking at the future of the world econ0m¥, and on the
basic conditions - the economic rights of individual. - which were necessary for
prosper! ty.

60. As his delegation had already had occasion to say at the annual meetings of
international economic bodies and at the seventh session of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, in spite of the warnings of many nationa of a
"crisis" in the world economy and in the development proces., the United States
believed that the current international environment was ona of the most favourable
in history in terms of support for development efforts based "n BOund economic
policies. The facts were the followingz the world economy was n~ in its.fifth
consecutive year of positive growth, economic expansion in the industrialized
countries had been growing at a steady, moderate rate of ?~ to 2.75 per cent in
recent years, the economies of the developing countries had grown at even more
impressive rates: 4 per cent in 1986, according to IMF and the World Bank
projected growth rates at the same high levels for 1987. The low average rate of
inflation in 1986 (2.3 per cent in the industrialized countries, the lowest in
20 years) would contribute to the process of positive growth, and it was expected
that infl~tion rates wpuld remain low in the industrialized countries in 1987 and
1988. Non-OPEC developing countries had also experiencod a sharp drop in inflation
rates in 1986. Sustained economic growth and the decline in inflation :ates had
produced conditions in the developed countries which permitted an expansion in
employment opportuni ties.. The employment grnwth rate had increased to 1. 6 per cent
ia 1986, as compared with 1.4 per cent in 1985. World economic growth had also
sparked even stronger growth in world trade. IMF figure. indicated that the growth
in world trade volume had accelerated from a respectable 3 p~c cent in 1985 to
nearly 5 per cent in 1986. The commitment of all countries to maintain and expand
the openness of the world trading system had been reconfirmed through participation
in the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. Exchange-rate
relationships among the major currencies appeared to be stabilizing, thanks to the
policies of the major industrialized countries, and progress had been made in
reduying trade and current-account imbalances.

61. Those factors created a solid foundation for development. Admittedly,
problems still existed, and some were persistent: commodity prices were tending
downward, and" debt-service obligations remained a diffiCUlty for same developing
countries. However, those diffiCUlties must be viewed against the backdrop of the
positive internat~onal envi ~nment, and did not constitute a ·crisis" in
development. His delegation looked forward to a further refining of the
international debate on those specific p.conomic issues.
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62. The remainder of his r~marks would be devoted to four fundamental themes which
might be llseful in guiding Lile Second COJll1littee's work for the current year. They
were relevant to current economic conditions and they derived from one basic
ideal: individual freedom.

63. The founding fathers of the United States had known that without economic
freedom there could be no political freedom. The rallying cry of "no taxation
without representation" reflected that unbrp.akable bond between economic and
political liberties. The United States had been founded by people seekinq to
support themselves by their own labour, treasuring the right to work ard to dispose
uf their earnings as they Snw fit, and willing to take economic risks and to fight
for the individual freedoms that would make those things possible.

64. When the United Nations had been founded, the Second Committee had been
assigned to address global economic issues. Its agenda included the international
financial system, the international l.'ading system, and global cOJll1lodity markets.
The representatives of Governments tended to rely on national policies and
intergovernmental agreements as the tools to shape those systems. They constantly
sought that elusive blend of policies od regulations which would produce the
desired international environment. However, in the effort to fine-tune
international rules and regulations, one essential consideration had been ignored:
all economic systems were made up of individuals, not only n~tions but men and
women seeking to provide for their families. In the search for solutions to the
problems facing international economic systems, that basic component common to all
of them should not forgotten. To make systems work better, people must be able to
work better. In his delegation's view, people worked best when they were free.

65. There were four fundamental freedoms that were most relevant in economic
relations. First, freedom to work: men and women had the right to pursue their
liveliho03 in their own way, free from excessive government regUlation and
interference. That freedom was associated with economic risks and was sharply
different from the obl.Jation to work as it was understood elsewhere, where
guaranteed employment usually meant assigned or directed employment. Decisions
were taken away from the worker and individual inititative was crushed. Secondiy,
fre~dom to enjoy the fruits of one's labour: men and women did not only have the
r igt.t to earn the ir own ke8p, they also had the right to keep what they earnea.
Excessive government taxation could rob them of those earnings, placing a crippling
constraint on individual initiative. While there were some areas which wure
Undeniably the responsibility of governments, his delegation believed that any
economic activities which had been assumed by the public sector in aom@ countries
could be more efficiently handled by the private sector. Thlrdly, freedom to own
and control one's property: the I'ight to private property had been roaffirmed in
1986 by the Third COlllllittee (resolution 41/1.32). Lastly, freedom to participate in
a free market: each person had the right to contract freely for goods and servicft9
and to achieve his or her full potential wi thout government nstra int. POree
markets should allow the most efficient allocation of productive resources, b~th

humun and financial. His delegation would be putting forward a draft proposal at
the current session which would highlight the need for creating conditions to
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promote capital formation, the accumulation of which helped promote freedom of
individual initiative, and, thus, eco~omic growth and an enhanced quality of life.

66. ~is Government did not intend to find fault with th~ vital rnle that
governments must play at both national and international levels, which was to
safeguard the individual freedoms he had mentioned. His delegation hoped that
govet~ents would work to expand individu~l freedoms rather than constrain them and
that those salln pr inc ipl es would be borne in mind as governments gathered in the
Second Committee.

67. ;4r. RU'l'ANEN (Finland), speaking on behalf of the five Nordic countries, said
that th~ ~rospects for the world economy remained uncertain. Growth rates were
declining in both developed and many developing countri.~, global output and trade
volumes were falling off and high debt-service payments, depressed levels of export
ear'lings, low cOIlJlllC.>di... j pr ices, looming protectionism, high raal 1nterest rates and
shrinking iilflOlo''J of external resources c.mtinued to have serious adverse effects
on the d~vtilopment prospects of developing countries, particularly the poorest
ones. The maseive trade imbalances, mounting trade frictions I ,d d~teriorating

external iinanc~al position of many developing countries ~~d aaJed to the lears
that economic performance might weaken in 1987 and 1988.

68. Over the ~dium and lon~er term c there might, however, be reason for cautious
optimism. The modest overall growth in the developed countries was continuing for
the f1 'It coneecutJ:e year, although economic growth remained unevenly distributed,
partil :ly amD09 the developi~ countries. Adjustments in exchange rate
imbalances had brought currencies more in line with the Underlying econumic
fundamentals. Inflation, although showing an increasing tendency to rise again,
was at its lowest levels since the 1960s. On the other hand, increases in real
interest rateR had had an adverse effect on developing countries.

69. The followine;, conclusions could be drawn from the above picture: the
international economic environment must be impcoved in order to en'ure a more
stable and sustainable basis for economic growth. More efficienL policy
adjustmentR and co-ordination were needed in and among the industrialized countries
with a view to adopting measures that would contribute to the revival of
non-inflationary 9~owth. The envisaged economic growth of around 2.5 per cent in
the developed countri@s in 1987 was not enough to sustain mndest growth rates in
the developing countries or bring down the high rates of unemployment in many
dev~loped countries. Growth-orisnted adjustment policies were a pre-condition for
economic recovery in the doveloping rountries. The Nordic countries recognized
that many of the poorest countries had made vigo~ous ~fforts to implement
~djustment policies, whose social aspects and consequences must be taken into
consideration and alleviated by the international community. The correction of
existing major trade imbalances was also needed in industrialized countries.
Protectionist tendencies " 1St be ·eversed. Increased co-ordination of policies
should also be pursued .:... multilateral trade and monetary fora. In that context,
his de 1,egation wished to refer 'to the ongoing prooesses of the GATT round and
ffilCTAD and the recent meeting of IMF and the World Bank.
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70. The debt crisis of l:he developing countries continued, and the current debt
strategy theref.ore needed to be inproved and streng thened. One necessary
prerequisite for that wall increased growth in both developed and developing
countries. The trend of d~:reasing financial flows to the developing ccuntries had
to be reversed. Both prival:e and multilateral flows must be incre~.;ed, especiallY
cO'lcessional flows to the poorest debtor countr :es. Achievement of the
0." per ce.,t target for ODA and 0.15 per cent for ODA to the least developed
countrib~ was of uhlC.-lt i.q),)r.tance.

71. The Nordic countries ware particularly con~erned about the debt situation and
the overall economic sJ.tuatlun in sub-SahBlan Africa. They noted with slltisfactioll
that the international community was already considering concrete proposals for
additional assistance and debt-relief for ~ow-income countries. There was an
urgent need for the international commun~ty to respond more favourably to the needs
of those countries in ordtir to fulfil the mutual commitments under the United
Nations Programme of ActiUl fOl: Afric~n Economic Recovery and Development
1986-1990. All t~. Nordic countries had eith~. converted or would convert tt~ir

remaini.ng bilateral development credits to the poorest de"'eloping co·.mtries into
grants bod hoped that. other donors would ad~)t similar measures. In addition, some
of the Nordic ~ountries had already app[opriated or were considering ap~opriatin9

additional resources for international multilateral debt-relief progrftmmes.

72. The Nord ic countr.l,es welcomed the positive outcome of the seventh session of
UNCTAD. In view of the negative trends in the world economy, it was important that
UNCTAD VII had been able to reach a meeting of minds in the form of a consolidated
Final Act. Although that document could not please all participants, for inslance
the LLDCs, in every detail, the Nordic countl:ies were c.~~our:.ged by the
constructive spirit of the discussions. The Conference had passed an important
test and had been able to contribute to the Nort~-South dialogue and to the
credibility of UNCTAD. The Nordic countries remained fully committed to the
inplementat ion of the Final Act and pledged the ir active support to Hs follow-up
measures.

73. Aware that the tasks of the United Nations were more demanding than ~ver, the
Nordic countries supported all efforts to strengthen the United Nations system,
including the work of the Special Commission on the In-Depth Study of the United
Nations I:"Itergovernmental Structure and FUllctions in the Economic and Social Fip-lds.

74. At the current stage, U: was premature to predict the results of the work of
the Special Commission. However, the Nordic countries had noted the need to
strengthen the policy-guidinq role of the General Assembly, to review the working
methods of the Second and Third COI1III'ittees, to clarify the functions of the
Economic and Social Council in economic and social questions, to study reporti.ng
procedures and to avoid repetitious general djscussions.

75. The Nordic countries had noted with interest the proposal made by the
Secretary-General that the Economic and Social Council should meet at ministerial
level. That suggestion ~erited further consideration.
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76. Lastly, h~ wished to mention an issue raised by the Prime Minister of Norway,
Mrs. Brundtland, in tha General Assembly, namely the interd~pendence between
enviro~mental ,unagement and economic and social development. The re~rt of the
World Commission on Environment and Development spelled out the urgent need to deal
with those problems in an integrated manner, both n4tiorally and internationally.
The report also conveyed the concept of "sustainable development" which the Nordic
countries be~ieved should be one of the guiding principles of th~ United Nations
system, other international organizations and governments.

77. Mr. NOOR (Indonesia) said that the reports before the Committee confirmed that
the world economy continued to be characterized by serious imbalances, dislocations
and stress and by the many different phenomena which hall'pered growth and
development. What was more, as the Final Act of the seventh session of UNCTAD
indicated, the developing countries, whose structural characteristics left them
vulnerable to change and external shocks, had been the hardest hit. As a result,
those countries had been unable to consolidate and build on their earlier economic
and social progress, and the gap between North and South had widened.

78. In the current period of eroding internatIonal co-operation for d~veiopment,

the dev€.loping countdes were invariably heing advisel'! to COilfront the sitUl:.tion
through adjustment policies. For various reasons, most ~evel'JPing countries had
implemp,nted such policies through fiscal austerity melSyreS, including the
elimination of government subsidies, mobilization of domestic resourcp,s, national
currency reform ana deregUlation. However, as was evident in the case of
Indonesia, there were many reasons for doubting the ahility of those adjustment
measur.es to solve the problem.

79. As a result of its worsening external environmp,nt, Indonesia had been forced
to take a series of adjustment measures over the past few years. Such measures had
restored fiscal stability and controlled i~flation, but the price had been high:
slower growth rates of output and income, increased unemployment and worsening of
tho plight of the most vulnerable population groups.

80. To boost non-oil exports, Indonesia's currency had been devalued and major
tr~ '~ and industrial policy reforms had been undertaken. Those measures had helped
enhance Indonesia's competitiveness, but that improvement had been undermined by
protectionist measures in other countrie8. The gain8 achieved in increasing thfl
productivity of. the commoditie8 sector had been neutralized by the depression of
commodity prices and, in some cases, by the denial of acces~ to mark~ts. Lastly,
to c6ll.pensate for the sharp cut in external resources, Indon,-._~a had intensifief.
the mobilization of its own domestic resources, especially through a series of tax
reforms. The escalation of its debt-servicing b\1rden had offset the effects of
that policy, however.

81. In the cur rent era of growing int'lrdependence, the respon8ib.~.e adjustment
efforts mude by the developing countries must be met with appropriate internatiohul
measures.
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82. In trade, he trusted that the developed countries would soon fulfil their
commitment to reduce and eliminate protectionist meaAures and that the tenaoncy
towards serious erosion of differential and most-favoured-nation treatment, without
reciprocity, for the develq>ing cOl>ntries would be reversed and that, in the
Uruguay Round, priority would be given to the liberaliz~tion of trade in tropical
and agricultural products and those based on natural resources. With regard to
commodities, it was important that, following the seventh session of UNCTAD, the
speedy entry into force of the Common Fund for Commodities should be encouraged and
that wide-ranging consultatioos should be held concerning commodi ties for which nO
intern'it iooal agreements 111t existed.

83. It was urgent to promote external resource flows for development: the
internationally agreed targets for ODA must be attained and the IMF proposal to
triple the resources of the structural adjustment service must be rapidly
implemented. The resources available to the Fund and the World Bank must be
increased and ratification of the Eighth Replenishment of lOA accelerated, even
though the level of pledges had been disappointing. In the area of indebtedness,
it was paramount that measures based on General Assembly resolution 41/202 and the
consensus reached at the seventh session of UNCTAD be adopted. He also trusted
that the Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development,
1986-1990 would be speedily implemented.

84. Beyond those urgent measures, it was desirable to promote longer-term
structural reforms which, in trade, would include the pursuit of a universal,
non-discriminatory, comprehensive, stable and predi~table trading system. The
integrated programme for commodities, the validity of which had been recognized by
UNCTAD VII, must be strengthened, and diversific~tioo in commodity-dependent
countries promoted. The convening of the proposed international conference on
money and fin.nc~ could play a poejtive role in solving the problems affecting
long-term development.

85. In an interdependent and interrelated world, international co-operation and
multilateraliem must prevail over passive reliance on market forces.

86. Mr. G1LL (Latin American Economic System) said that studies curried out by the
Permanent Secretariat of the Latin American Economic System (SELA) showed that the
macro-economic environment continued to have extI'emely negative repercussions on
the econ~ic, social and political situation of developir~ countries, particularly
Latin American and Caribbean countries.

87. The slow world economic growth throughout the current decadti was undoubtedly
linked to the policies implemented b( the industrialized Coul'tries after the second
oil crieis to control inflation and, with the exception of the United States,
reduce budgetary illl' ,lances. That had unquesticnably succeeded in controlling
inflationary pr8ss~res, but at the cost of an unprecedented increase in real
interest rates, high unemployment levels and, during 1981-1982, a sharp economic
rec8s8ion the elfects of which were still being felt.
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88. That situation had had negative consequences for the evolution of trade flows
~nd particularly for cOllllllodity markets, and had also adverseJ.y affected
:Lnternational capitAl markets. The seriouB external crisis faced since 1982 by
moat developing countries had given rise to a drastic process of adjustment which
had reinforced the trend towards stagnation in the world economy, and the
accumulation of extensive external imbalances among the industrialized countries
themeelves had accentuated the instability of the situation.

89. Recent economic trends provided even less comfort. In 1986, real growth rates
in industrialized countries had decreased, as a result primarily of a deterioration
in their net exports, and slow growth in output had influenced the volume of world
trade, the growth of which had been very small in 1986. The terms of trade of the
developing countries had deteriorated by over 16 per cent.

90. Those adverse IMcro-economic trends represented an unbearable burden for the
economies of Latin America and the Caribbean, which were already overwhelmed by
debt servicing. During 1986, those econa.ies had experienced a slight increa.. in
t.heir growth rates but an abrupt deterioration in their external position, since
the region's trade surplus had contracted by 45 per cent as a consequence of a
IS per cent decline in the value of exports, prices for which, especially for oil,
had deteriorated considerably.

91. In 1986 the outflow of financial resources from Latin America and the
Caribbean had declined by sus 10 billion as a result of an increase in net capital
income and a decrea.. in net payments on profits and interest. Consequently,
although the situation showed some improvement with respect to 1985, the net
outflow of resources from the region had been as high as $US 22.1 billion in 1986,
equivalent to 23.2 per cent of its exports of goods and services. Thus, between
1932 and 1986, the cumlative financial net transfer abroad had alOOunted to
approximately .US 132 billion, equal to one third of the total accumulated debt ot
the Latin American and CaribbPan countries at the end of 1986.

92. Given the benefit of their natural and human resources, the Latin American and
Car ibbean counta:ies had beel' approaching a posi Hon of economic take-of f ""hen the
global economic crisis had intervened, arresting the region's developm~nt and even
OCCAsioning economic retrogression.

93. In a situation characterized by a high degree of interdependence, such as
existed ~t pr~sent, ~he responsibility for solving economic and social prohl~ms

devo~ved upon all, but particularly upon the wealthiest, most influential, and most
powerfUl countries. It ought not to be the case, fOl instance, that the pollciea
of certain industrialized countries, under the pretext of pragmatism, continued to
undermine basic principles of economic development, such as international
co-operation and multilateralism.

94. At the Thirtieth Regular Meeting of the Latin American Council of the Latin
American Economic System, held in Caracas the previous Septemb~r, the foreign
ministers, ministers and heads of deleg~tionB present had decided to
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institutionalize a dialogue at the l8v~l of forelgn minister. to study the
international situation and its repercussions on Latin America and the Caribbean
and to identify action to be taken to strengthen Latin American unity.
Furthermore, the countri~s of that region had agreed to ~ statement to t~ effect
that trade relation. with the United States of America and, in particular, the .ore
recent trade initiative. and measure., could have major implications for Latin
American and Caribbean countries.

95. Reference wa. made to the fact that less than two and a half years after
approving the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, which had considerably worsened
conditions for acoeSG of the region's exports to its main market, the United States
Congre.s was reviewing a new body of trade legislation which was more r.strictive
and protectionist than current legislation. Several specific bills would have the
effect of restricting import. of products significant to the reqion, while
additional economic coercion measures were a1med at countries in Latin ~rica and
the Caribbean. Those trade bills contained provisions at variance with
international commitments and obligations Undertaken by the United States,
particularly within GATT, including those concerning special and differential
treatment for developing countries. The bills also placed e~asis on bilaterali..
and conditionality of access to that country'. market to the detriment of the
multilateral trading system and its guiding principles, especially that of
inanediate and unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment.

96. In that communiqu', the Latin American and Caribbean countries denounced the
fact that ~he persistence of tho.e legislative trends created grave uncertainty
with regard to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and other instru..nts of
the multilateral trading system, and to the viability of the current .ultilateral
trade negotiations. If the bills were adopted, they would violate st~ndstill a~

roll-back cQmm1tments. That situation would have negative oonsequences for trade
production, enployment and finance in Latin American and Caribbean countrie. at a
time when they needed to increase export earnings in order to generate the
resources required for their economic and social development and to comply with
their international obligations. That in turn wOuld have very adverse consequences
for the United States.

97. The Latin American and Caribbean countries were going through a difficult and
complex phase. Neverthelecs, they wer~ profoundly optimistic, ~li~ving as they
did that they could overcome those uncertain circumstances thLough consultation aad
co-operation at both the region~l and at the international level within the
multilateral framework ot the United NatialR. Por that reaeon, they trusted that
the Committee's meetings would help to identify pranj dng, viable and realisHc
fo~mulas for future action.

98. Mr. LABERGE (Canada) asked the DirectDr-General for Development and
International Economic Co-operation to clarify the following statement, -Th.re is
a need to strengthen the GATT aystem and adapt it to changinq conditioo8, taking
into account the interesls of all parties coneerneGl, countde.. should nQt ..ek tQ
bypass GATT by means of bilateral arrangements-. He raised the questioo becauN

I . ..
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the media had juat announced the conclusion of a free-trade agreement between
Canada and the Ur.ited State.. That wa. a well-balanced and wide-langing agreement,
due to be implemented over a number of years and intended to make a considerable
contribution to the liberalization of trade between the two countries. It would
reduce not only o~atacles to trade, but also customs barriers betweon Canada and
the Uniced State.. It would not affect third countries, which would continue to
benefit from motic-favoured-nation status as far as acce.s to both markets was
concerned.

99. That agreement repre.ented the fulfilment of Canada's aims and strengthened
the concretn objective. of the Uruguay Round. At a time when the world as a whole
was a~re of the growing danger. ef protectionism and before the Uruguay Round came
to an end, greater efforts w~re being made to liberalize trade, in contradiction of
che overly pes.imistic views ~xpressed on the development of trade policies.

100. The agreement between Canadb and
GATT prOVisions concerning free-trade
notify GA'rT of the agreement to allow
before it was signed in January 1988.
January 1989.

the United States was consistent with the
zones. The two countries would in due course
the otner contracting parties to examine it
It was not expected to be ratified until

101. Mr. RIPERT (Director-General for Development and International Economic
~o-operation) .aid he wished to allay immediately the fears of the representative
o! Canada. When he had written that sentence, nothing could have been further from
hi. mind than the extremely important negotiations that had just been concluded
between Canada and the united States. He had been referring to the bilateral
agreements just mentioned by the 0' !rver for the Latin American Economic System
when alluding to the agreements n~JJtiated between importing countries, many of
which were industrialized, and their suppliers or developing countries, which were
intended to restrict the increase in trade between them. While the impetus for,
and rea.cr.. behind, tho~. agreements were understandable, their effect conflicted
with the principles of GATT. He had merely been referring to those agreements a~
regretted that he had given the Canadian representative cause for concern.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.


